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meters) at the end of August this year, as we did last year, anchored
in the Burnett River downstream of Bundaberg, upstream from the
Sugar Sheds and wharf.

Platypus Bay

Is there a protocol for assisting a
stranded whale? Probably? But we
didn’t exactly have time to read the
book before we were needed hands-on
in such a situation. Admittedly we did
travel to Platypus Bay in order to see
whales – we just didn’t expect to be
quite that close! This situation
occurred at the end of a reasonably
pleasant month (although I do note
that somehow the Facebook feed has
been dated to before the event!)
In August we journeyed around 250
nautical miles north (plus a lot of
‘backwards and forwards’ across
small stretches) from Jacobs Well to
Burnett Heads. We have played with
our paddleboards (finally but not
often enough), we have explored new
islands and we have assisted wildlife.
And there have been medical
appointments for two of the crew.
Coincidentally we have ended up in
the same spot (within a matter of

Early in the month I had a chat with one of the individuals
responsible for Everlasting Swamp National Park (see Aboard
Sengo July 2019). I had reported the young thistles on the way in
up the cycle path; that could probably be eliminated if someone
spent a day or so at them. However, it turns out thistles aren’t the
major weed problem in that park and they are desperately trying to
eliminate a suffocating, almost indestructible invasive species.
They also have one recalcitrant cow that remains inside the
boundary (We did see pats). We discussed other sites in the park
we didn’t get to – I was sent photos of one lagoon which is being
kept full with an irrigation channel at the moment – it looks
beautiful, and we aim to get to it on our next visit. The main reason
the ranger called us back however was to get feedback–to discuss
the result of putting down rocks to alleviate some of the erosion on
the track in. He wanted to know how rough it felt. I informed him
we weren’t the best people to ask – not being bike fit we had sore
backsides before we got to the bouncy rocks – they just added
insult to injury.
The weather of course keeps changing and perhaps we aren’t as far
north as we would have expected to be, but the days are warm, the
nights are mild (the daytime temperature predictions of the last
week of August were above Andrew’s metaphorical cut off of 24
degrees) and life, in general, is good.

Jacobs Well
1st August 2019. About as relaxing as you can get. Whilst
managing the bow wave of the occasional passing tinnie we
stayed on boat and spent the day reading and watching three
AFL matches.
Waiting for the weekend crowds to disperse.
Weekends are crazy around The Broadwater and popular spots in
Morton Bay. They are crowded, noisy, and because a lot of
vessel activity revolves around powerboats and jet skis, generally
rocky and uncomfortable. Our desired destination in Morton Bay
for a few days was Peel Island – one of the most popular of these
magnets and somewhere we didn’t want to be on the weekend.
So planning it so we would miss the crowds we scheduled our
activities for the next few days.
Exercise was well overdue so I looked at alternatives to just
walking around the suburban streets of the adjacent settlements.

McKenzie Jetty
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2nd August 2019. Having casually wandered around the
houses at Steiglitz last month and Jacobs Well a couple of
years ago I looked to see if there were any routes further
afield that would suit to stretch the legs. The route we chose
couldn’t be called exciting – but it did give us what we
needed.
Instead of tying up at the Jacobs Well public jetty near the
boat ramp (where there is a sign stating a 30 minute limit) we
landed the tinnie on the beach, between the public jetty and
the marine rescue jetty, anchoring off rather than securing the
vessel by lock and chain as normal. We figured the security
was reasonable here – we were right next to the VMR and in
fact had a quick chat to one staff member before we left.
And we headed west (ish) straight out of town. Jacobs Well is
bigger than I thought it was, and there was a new (small)
housing estate going in along the main road. The existing
town houses are a mix of styles and ages – which matched the
dogs that seemed to be barking at us from behind every
second fence – great big Rottweiler type crosses to tiny red
dachshunds and white fluffy yappers. Despite the noise and
presence of canines, we were delighted to see birdlife
prominent within the settlement – including a lapwing who
looked like it was nesting in the middle of a burnt out stump
on a vacant block (protected hopefully somewhat by a
‘private property’ sign at the footpath), and a pair of bush
curlews, who were using stealth to creep further away from
the road by boundary fence – but of course we’d already seen
them.
The road to Pimpana toward the Gold Coast Freeway is a
typical rural access road, only two lanes (single lane each
way) with no footpath, and in places had steep banks so we spent a lot of time on the edge of the bitumen,
except of course when traffic was passing. The landscape is lined with a mix of cane fields, private property
with businesses (welders, truck mechanics) and one access to a ‘quarry’ – a huge soil recycling location that
takes in most of the block we walked around and has accesses on two of the roads we wandered. There was
also an abandoned house whose yard is most definitely overgrown – the house could probably be salvaged –
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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maybe (it is brick) but its outside sheds were collapsing.
We turned right at Behms Road, around 3 kilometres from town.
There were a couple of listed reserves along this road that may
have been good for a wander and a bird watch, however, the first
one had notices to register at the Environmental Education
Centre and the second one seemed fenced off altogether. The
cemetery is along here also but we didn’t stop. It has been a long
time since we’ve done a biggish walk and half way along it I
knew I was getting tired – I imagine Andrew was feeling the
same.

Behms Road

The exit to the ‘quarry’ is along this road and the trucks exiting
produced a lot of dust. Eventually we came to Staplyton-Jacobs
Well Road, and turned right heading for the 3 kilometres back to
Jacobs Well. There were a couple of horsey lifestyle properties
along one side of this road, the quarry taking up the first chunk of
the property on the other. Getting closer to town there was a cane
field or two, a nursery, and then finally we were back in the
‘burbs’.
Behms Road

Where there was vegetation along the roadside, it was usually
full of bird calls – but it was usually too thick to spot anything.
The thin row of callistemons along the edge of the recycling
quarry was full of brown honeyeaters.
The best spot of the day was a red-backed wren. The saddest
spot was the dead fan-tailed cuckoo – on the road. There was
evidence of a fair bit of carnage on the roads generally – despite
their being a ‘Care for our wildlife’ sign in town; there really
needs to be one coming from the other direction. Evidence of old
road kill lay on the roads; in fact a black kite nearly became the
next victim trying to scavenge off the tarmac. A dead possum and
a snake carcass were obvious.

Back at boat. We were on the edge of
this system and didn’t get much rain

Bird list; Bush Curlew, lapwing, pied currawong, rainbow
lorikeet, Australian magpie, great egret, kookaburra, pied
butcherbird, wood duck, red backed wren, fan-tailed cuckoo
(dead), brown honeyeater, black kite , Torresian crow?
A rest

3rd August 2019.We were exhausted
from the previous day’s walk and
my feet, in particular were sore –
the start of a blister threatening to
become even more of a discomfort
if I didn’t keep off it. So there was
no activity today except a bit of
quiet contemplation time, some
reading, and the ‘job’ of the day…
some overdue clothes washing.
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Horizon Shores and the power lines at Rocky Point
4th August 2019. Three years ago, the last time we had got fuel from the Horizon
Shores Marina, we had been told not to come into the harbour unless the water
level was at half tide or better. Knowing this we had asked the lass at the reception
desk last Sunday whether this requirement was still valid. As she had been
working here for 18 months and hadn’t heard of such an issue, we figured the
problem had been solved. It wasn’t dead low tide when we entered the marina
area and we have heard dredging is due, but we still had around one meter
clearance under our keels in the crossing between the break walls.
The fuel line here, as we discovered last time, is not quite long enough to extend
to our outer hull so after transferring fuel across to port, we proceeded to fill the
starboard tank. Andrew got to chat with the manager. I got to stand at the bowser.
You need two people to fill up your tank here – you come in to dock on a floating
jetty - which is terrific – but the bowser is on dry land some meters away!
Fuelled up we motored north. We weren’t intending to go far, just anchor south of
the power lines to Russell Island – officially with a 20.3 HAT (according to one
page in our cruising guide (another page seems to give it a greater height)). To be
prudent we were intending to wait until low tide early on the morrow to give
maximum clearance. However, as we were anchoring another cat was heading
under, and whilst we surmised its mast wasn’t as high as ours, they clearly had
plenty of room - at the expected spot near the pylon. Sometime later – a wellknown local high performance cat with a similar (if not bigger) air draft went
under around high tide –with plenty of room to spare. Despite this we did stay put
and had one of the quietest nights we’ve ever had on anchor.
There was the odd boat (mainly power boat) that came past us north to south
heading home from the weekend in Morton Bay but that was it. The mill was
puffing to our south, a mournful
cow bellowed occasionally and
there were a couple of fishing
tinnies around for a short time.
(although they may have taken
the fish with them. Andrew
tried to fish later in the day and
caught nothing).
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Under the power lines

Barge arriving at Russell Island

Morning – looking toward Russell island/ North
Stradbroke Island

The power lines to Canaipa Point

Sengo from the Russell Island Jetty

Sunset Canaipa Point

th

5 August 2019. Because we now knew that low tide wasn’t critical in getting
under the power lines we didn’t have to pull ourselves out of bed at dawn. After
a leisurely breakfast we picked the anchor up, slid by the pylon, and headed
toward the Russell Island town centre via Krumwell Passage. We followed one
ferry up the channel to avoid the shallow spots and anchored the east side of
three already moored boats. Before we got off boat, two passenger ferries and a
vehicle barge arrived and departed the island and we were grateful that Sealink
has changed its propulsion over to jet boats- the wake wasn’t nearly as bad as I
remember it– or perhaps I more remember Andrew waking me up at 2300 when
we were dragging into the path of a barge and the anchor winch wouldn’t work.
Sometimes old experiences shape current expectations.
We totted off to the public jetty with the tinnie – the tie up at the steps is only
for 20 minutes but we maneuvered the tinnie out of the way and locked her off
on the fence behind this – and headed off to town, dropping off some rubbish,
chatting to one local real estate agent (by accident – we always look at the
windows of wherever we are and he was saying goodbye to a customer whilst I
was conferring with Andrew and it went from there). We didn’t end up
discussing real estate as such but instead got to know a bit more about the area.
Our main reason for coming ashore was a shop at the Supa IGA, a store one of
the locals tells us has cheaper prices than the IGA at Redlands on the mainland.
After a café lunch it was back to Sengo and a move to Canaipa Point for the

night. There were two
monohulls
anchored
very close to the point
and they were joined by
a power boat toward
evening. The Royal
Queensland
Yacht
Squadron owns the
facility on the point
(others
are
not
permitted) so I guess
these
boats
were
visiting the annex. We
however had no interest
in going ashore so
anchored further north
of the point, still
equally sheltered from
minimal winds, the
water flat and calm.

Canaipa Point to Peel Island
6th August 2019. Overnight was blissfully still and the morning was beautifully calm.
We checked the weather when we got up and despite there being southerly winds
predicted in the morning, they were going to be very light, and disappearing, before
the northerlies were due. The tide was probably going to be more of an influence than
the wind so after a casual breakfast we motored across 9 nautical miles to Peel Island;
the osprey nest still prominent on its starboard marker (has been here for years) and
other markers occupied by the ubiquitous cormorants. We surprisingly encountered
no ferries or barges, timing it such to miss the crossing of waters from the mainland
to Dunwich. The anchor was down mid morning.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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The sun was out but it was only really warm
enough to contemplate any water based activity
if out of the slight breeze; it was actually quite
cool in the cabin, a condition I reflected a little
uncomfortable here but once we get further
north, will probably be appreciated more.
There was little swell and the barges and ferries
didn’t seem to make too much of a wake. – we
had more trouble with the small powerboats
that occasionally zipped past.
There were 8 boats anchored in Horseshoe
Bay, Peel Island when we arrived but by the
end of the day there were quite a few more.
Andrew didn’t throw the fishing rod over, but
probably should have; a fishing tinnie who had
first sidled up behind us to have a look ended
up fishing just off our port bow – and caught
three legally sized fish in succession - their
advice at the time was to get the rod out – it
was the best time to go fishing.
Projects: I started an overdue rejuvenation of a
wooden cutting board and washed a fancy
micro sponge we had picked up on the side of
the road on our walk around Jacobs Creek. I
am not normally in the habit of scavenging
from the side of the road, but it is in perfect
condition and will be good for washing the
deck.
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Paddling at Peel
7th August 2019. Finally. The morning sky was a near solid nondescript grey. I suspect because of this, yesterday’s warmth had been
kept from escaping earth and it was a very pleasant temperature, and
slightly humid. There was also almost no wind. There was now no
excuse. So unchaining our boards from the front of the boat, we put
them in the water, one at the back of each hull, and made our own
way onto them. I managed to maneuver from the bottom step of the
starboard hull. Andrew used the swim ladder on the port side.
Because of our inexperience we paddled to shore on our knees. And
fortuitously got there without falling off. Now for the serious bit. To
surmise, we paddled, standing up several hundred meters along the
beach and back again and then back to boat. We did have a couple of
short rests, this activity was using muscle groups that were or had
been a bit inactive. It doesn’t sound like much but be were off boat
for an hour. Most of that was paddling. We’d had our exercise for the
day and we were a tad tired when we got back to boat. Now to
develop a daily habit….

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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8th August 2019. It had rained overnight – enough to fill 2/3
of the green rope tub and therefore enough water to wash
the hammocks- repeated airing over the past week or so
hadn’t rid them of their musty smell so it was time for
stronger action.
Despite the predicted 28 degrees, the morning had started
with an over cast sky and whilst the sun did burn this off by
mid morning conditions were still not ideal (for us anyway)
to go paddle boarding. Wind predictions were mixed 5-10s
and then 10-15s for most of the day. Around 0900 it was
blowing (a slightly chilly) 8 knots – very light conditions
for sailing but on the nose with inexperienced paddleboarders – perhaps not. There was going to be a lighter
patch of wind around midday but we had some logistics to
attend to. Mail had arrived at the Russell Island Post Office
for us – which we had expected, and the original idea had
been to sail down and pick it up tomorrow (Friday). But
Friday’s winds were expected to be 15-20’s. Not ideal to be
trying to anchor in, but more specifically terrible to be
taking a tinnie ride to shore. So the decision was made to
forget trying for the chance to paddle and we headed off to
anchor temporarily across from the Russell Island jetty
before picking up mail, doing a further quick shop and
moving to the protection of Canaipa Passage for the coming
westerlies.
Visited by morning fishermen

Clogged at Canaipa
And we thought the wind was going to be our biggest problem!
th

th

9 – 13 August 2019. When we had anchored north of Canaipa Point on
8th August to hide from the coming weather, there had only been a couple
of boats, but by the end of the 10th there were 10 (and probably would
have been more had there not been a strong wind warning for the
weekend). The highest wind I’d seen on our
gauges by this time was 24.5 knots but I know I
didn’t check at the highest gusts. The wind, of
course, spent far more time at NW and WNW
than we had expected, and preferred, before
heading to the predicted W. This meant we had a
reasonable fetch – at best 3.5 nm from the top of
Macleay Island, and occasionally, with the tide,
found ourselves beam on to the waves. Whilst
this was at times mildly uncomfortable, it was by
no means untenable – noting we were probably
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

on the wrong side of the channel
for the quietest ride.
On the morning of the 9th
August, Tiger threw up; once,
twice (not unusual with a fur
ball issue), three times (probably
acid related) and then again. I
gave him some freeze dried
chicken and then a freeze dried
chicken heart (his third ever
only)…..He is not good at
breaking down big bits of food
because….On the 11th of
August, after calling Manly 24
hour vet at 0700 I emailed the
following to Jacobs Well Vet:
9
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I have a geriatric cat who is not very happy at the moment.
He threw up yesterday morning around 0700 (a couple of
small bouts but he always works in twos) one of which had
a small amount of hair in it but I suspect it was in relation to
stomach acids as he would have been expecting me to
feed him sometime earlier (I note his days start around
0500 and often he has got me up for small meal in the
middle of the night). I had fed him at first light but I'd given
him some Dine - so I suspect allergy may have also been
part of the problem).
So, Nothing unusual there. However when I did get up and
gave him some Applaws chicken (he's been very good with
a mixture of Feline Naturals and chicken with Raw Meow
overnight - it is just that something triggers in his brain and
he wont eat these during daylight hours). I believe he
gorged himself as the chicken all came up sometime after.
After this I offered him some freeze dried chicken breast,
broken into pieces, and, what I possibly think the problem
is, a freeze dried chicken heart. This was reasonably
small and I assumed he would chew it but I didn't see him
eat it and now suspect he may have swallowed it whole and it is possibly expanding inside him (I've once over
eaten dried apricots and they expanded in me so if this is
the case, I somewhat understand the problem).
Since that time he has had one huge watery chuck
(yesterday) (he is drinking water) and one small chuck this
morning (after I gave him some Genlac laxative). The
reason I gave him the laxative - he had tried to go to the
toilet () and wasn't successful. After a very small amount of
laxative there were several very small pieces of faeces (a
couple a little soft but I guess that was expected in the
circumstance) but that was it. I gave him another small
dose (we are talking a small part of half a teaspoon and
then several hours after (around 0500 this morning) I tried
to get some more into him - (his original vet had advised a
teaspoon when needed - he got no where near that in three
goes this morning).
He is not looking too happy. I have rung the Manly 24 hour
clinic to ask advice on giving him some of the medication I
have and have been advised not to (which is fine) but my
logistics of getting him to a vet are awkward. We are
currently anchored near Canaipa Point and it is vey windy
across the Bay. The Russell island Vet would be the
obvious solution (he is going to hate being in a cage and a
tinnie ride - just add it to his stress) but they are not open
tomorrow. The next best option is you.
From tomorrow morning the weather is easing and we can
make our way back south under the power lines. Do you
have time to see Tiger if we bring him in when we get
there.
(I note he did urinate yesterday, even if it was awkward and
he missed half of it over the edge of the bowl)
I would call but I thought calling you at 0730 on a Sunday
morning when we couldn't do anything immediately was
probably a bit rude.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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12th August 2019. The wind kept up a fair clip into the
early morning but the afternoon was beautifully still.
The Jacobs Creek Vet had called at around 0915 and
offered a consultation at 1000 – which was clearly not
going to work as the wind was still blowing, and it
was around at 2 hour trip south to get to the
anchorage, let alone onto shore and up to the vet. The
other option was an afternoon appointment in
Pimpana – just a bit too far to get to on foot. So with
the instructions to see what his body would do today
rather than issue more laxative we waited. And
waited. His system did nothing and therefore so did
we, as despite the perfect conditions to go for a
paddle, kayak or explore by tinnie, I didn’t want to
leave the boat just in case the cat needed us. My email
confirmation of our discussion to Jacobs Well Vet
was: Thanks for ringing me back!
As per discussion Tiger has been eating in small doses
(I've only given him food in small doses) since 1000
yesterday morning when he started to pick up. He has not
been sick since. He piddled at 0630 this morning. He hasn't
pooped since the small pellets yesterday. He is a much
happier looking (and active) cat - as active as he usually is
for a 15 year old (which admittedly isn't much). He has
eaten nearly 3 small cat food cans of food so I suspect
there will be movement at some point soon (hopefully).
Thank you for offering to see him and trying to fit him in.
Clearly 1000 wasn't going to work (with 45 minutes notice,
a two hour (at least journey) and some still strongish winds)
and Pimpana is impractical by foot.
I will keep and eye on him and if I am concerned there is no
bowl movement in a few hours or so, should I consider
more laxative?

13th August 2019. A claw clipping, an antiinflammatory, full bloods and…. an enema. What a
day! And a cat who had by this time probably
accepted all was not as comfortable as normal. We left
Tiger in the hands of the vet and his assistant whilst
we had lunch -the consultation room was that small
that we would have been in the way anyway. It was
after 1200, we had been on shore for around an hour; a
phone call to the main reception of the Russell Island
Vet getting the mainland, (they are sub of the
Redlands vet) and the mainland lass supposedly going
to let the RI vet know that we were coming before he
went into surgery. We were warned we may have to
wait but when we turned up, the vet had just gone into
theatre, and we were told that perhaps he’d take an
hour and a half. So Tiger got left in a cage on premises
and we went for a walk.
10
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When the vet was available, Tiger was poked and prodded and assessed.
Blood tests were taken to be sent to the mainland for lab investigation
and he was left at the vets until after lunch to see if any of the treatment
would work. When we picked him up he had partially unclogged
himself and I had instructions to administer a laxative orally when we
got back to boat.
Not all the day had been that exciting (or that stressful depending on
which way you look at it). The morning at Canaipa Point had been
delightfully calm, the water flat; the reflections reminiscent of the
Gordon River, Tasmania. I rang the local vet around 0900 when I got
up. And found out that the vet surgery on the island is only usually
attended on Tuesday or Thursday so it wasn’t closed for the same reason
the post office was yesterday. Considering the timing, the lass on the
line had suggested 11.30 so we started to pick up the anchor around
1000 and arrived to anchor opposite the jetty before 1100. We ended
getting to the surgery around 1110 (this is the least amount of distance
we’ve had to travel from the water to a vet)
Because Tiger’s appetite has been very healthy over the past few days
he is going through the reserve stock of supermarket canned cat food; he
wont for some reason eat the healthy stuff during the day at the moment,

and I knew I was down to my last
couple of cans. After baking some
muffins and consuming them with
afternoon cuppa we decided to
head back to shore for a quick
IGA cat food shop…..it was
getting to late afternoon at this
time, it was after 1600, so the
shop was the only activity on the
agenda.
But we didn’t get there! Shorty
after leaving boat Andrew
discovered the water pump on the
engine’s tinnie wasn’t working.
So the engine went off, the
paddles came out and to painful
muscles we paddled against the
tide back to boat. Stripping the
gear box off confirmed the
problem but the daylight ran out
before the new impellor was
installed.

From Russell Island – looking to ward Sengo

14th August 2019. There was not much point
moving anchorages as we were waiting for blood
results for Tiger and if we had to go back to the
vet, this spot was where we needed to be. Despite
being in a channel next to the 18-hour daily
schedule of passenger ferries and vehicle barges
we were reasonably comfortable. Yes, there was
wake but it wasn’t too uncomfortable.

civilisation and did a quick shop for cat food. Back at
boat I continued the clean up of the under floor
kitchen storage area, washing the containers, the nonstick mat and removed a build up of dust. Tiger
continued to improve and by the time we went to bed
we knew he was back to normal.

The new impellor in the tinnie motor was installed
before lunch - and the rip cord was shortened as
well. Because of the timing there was not a lot of
time left in the day to do anything exciting, so after
lunch we took a short walk on shore around

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Russell Island jetty. Waiting for the
ferry. Vehicle Barge in background.

View north west from the
Macleay Island Bowls Club
Balcony
Island Hopping
15th August 2019. We couldn’t plan anything for the day until we
knew Tiger’s blood results so we waited for vet to call. The news was
pretty good. One bug in his system needed antibiotics and we
organised something for a worm treatment. I asked if I specifically
needed to bring Tiger back in to the surgery or whether I could
administer the medicine myself – there would be less stress for Tiger in
avoiding him travelling but in hindsight possibly more stress in
application. By the time we were on shore it was after 1100. By the
time we got stuff from the vet it was after 1130 am. We had a cuppa at
Aunty Alice’s and then caught the 1230 ferry to Macleay Island. The
ferry is free between the four islands, Karragarra, Macleay, Lamb and
Russell. I had of course forgotten to grab a map so we popped into a
real estate office and asked for one, and instructions to how to get to
the golf course for lunch (recommended by a couple of locals on
Russell Island). The agent hadn’t been to the golf course but said the
bowls club was really good and if we liked she would drive us. The
golf club was almost within walking distance – the bowls club wasn’t not for lunch -it was after 1300. Taking her up on her offer she gave us
a bit of a commentary on the island before dropping us off (thanks C).
We had a lovely lunch and caught the courtesy bus back to town. There
was a quick trip to the op shop (which I didn’t know existed or I would
have carried some stuff over to donate to it), a quick browse of some
real estate windows, a visit to the
pharmacy and a small supermarket
shop. Because we had started so late
our options for a return ferry were
limited. We were back on boat before
1600. I hope we get another chance
soon to get to Macleay. Apparently a
third of the island is reserves and one
of the listed wetlands is well within
Full moon over Russell Island
walking distance from the ferry – we
just ran out of time.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Sitting down by the main road;:
Macleay Island
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Typical starboard mark

Sunrise: Barge approaching Russell Island ramp

The plan had been to…..
16th August 2019. Despite our aversion to sitting in popular anchorages
with a million weekend revelers we actually purposefully headed to Peel
Island today. It was only Friday, but that didn’t matter – Friday tends to
be an extended weekend day to the Morton Bay boatie. The reason; the
weather was going mild for perhaps an enjoyable paddle around lunch
time before slightly stronger northerlies came in toward the end of the
day. So – we started to pick the anchor up around 0830, made our way
north from Russell Island and then zig-zagged around the sand banks
passing the before mentioned starboard marker with its permanent osprey
nest (complete with osprey) and several markers occupied by preening
cormorants. There was practically no wind, the surface of the water
sometimes glass, and we motored all the way. Upon approach there were
over twenty boats anchored in Horseshoe bay, one annoyingly in exactly
the spot we wanted (where we had anchored last time). Trying for a
holding adjacent this didn’t work – the anchor didn’t take for some
reason– so we ended up anchoring toward the outside of the existing
double (or occasionally triple) line of boats to the east. Over the radio on
the way we had heard the mutterings of what was obviously a motor boat
flotilla, the ‘organiser’ of which offering several of his compatriots to
raft up (ended up being four) and fruit and mocktails on the beach. When
we looked behind us we could see the hoards approaching – we believe
there was at least ten boats in this group.
Because of our eventual distance from shore, Andrew decided, given his
stamina for the board, that perhaps we were a bit too far out to paddle to
shore (?) but I wanted to take advantage of the light winds before we
were discouraged from getting off boat. We took the tinnie and went
visiting instead. We were initially heading for Insatiable II but found
Joule first, a very brief reunion that will have to be continued (we
weren’t expecting them to be here). We finally ended up spending
afternoon tea with Insatiable II before heading back to boat and
finishing the afternoon with a good book or two. By the time the sun
went down there were over 50 boats in the anchorage!
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Osprey at home

Juvenile Gannet
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Forget worrying about a ‘lee shore’ – we had a ‘lee boat!’
18th August 2019. I was awake when Andrew got to bed just after
midnight and all was quiet, but before the bedroom light was off the wind
picked up. We had swung around and now had a lee shore. We were
expecting a lee shore overnight – the 0400 slot on MetEye had 15-20 knots
predicted before a reduction in wind speed and then finally a return to a
northerly wind via a gentler eastern quarter. I asked Andrew if he’d
actually checked the position of the boat before he came to bed. He hadn’t.
My concern was not us. I knew we were set well for the short term. My
concern was the small fancy power boat who had anchored in front of us
during the day. I got up and checked the distance between us. And I was
right to be concerned

17th August 2019. The
forecast was due for a lovely
26 degrees. However the
wind was a) a bit strong for
a paddle board, and b) a bit
chilly for an enthusiastic
explore, although the water
temp was almost acceptable
(I’d put my hand in to test it
around
0900).
The
anchorage was also a bit
busy. Quite a few boats left
during the day and quite a
few more arrived. The
evening count was 44
anchor lights in Horseshoe
Bay. The day had also been
full of small tinnies and jet
skis, screaming children and
loud drunken adults – you
can hear a lot over the water.
So we didn’t do much. I had
an
afternoon
snooze.
Andrew
watched
the
football. I went to bed
around 2200. Andrew went
to bed around midnight. (My
‘job of the day’ was
cleaning out the ‘pantry’).
The wildlife spot of the day:
dugong off the back

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

I roused Andrew and he went out the back (I joined him after giving the
cat some food). We were close enough so Andrew could have a chat with
the owner of the other boat, who had appeared in the dark on the front near
his anchor chain. The other skipper did acknowledge it was his fault - and
that we were here first. We couldn’t quite touch his nose but we were
pretty close. When I asked how much chain he had out he shocked me
with the response. He had 20 meters of chain out. 20 meters in 6 or so
meters from the waterline isn’t much. When you add the height of his
freeboard to where the anchor came from I was surprised he was holding
at all! We had 40 meters out – a much more comfortable length of chain
for the depth. The other owner spent a few minutes putting more chain out
and we had an amiable chat. I did point out to him we were going to swing
differently– and he stated he wasn’t worried and that it would all be okay
until he used the ‘problem’ word – I reminded him all was good (in his
words) and there wouldn’t be a problem. If this
settled down that was good and dandy – but what
was it going to do when we swung back again mid
morning? Of course by this time the wind had
picked up at around (and occasionally over) 15
knots. I decided that now that I was awake I would
stay up a bit longer and keep and eye on the
situation. I could always wake the neighbour with
the horn if necessary. The predicted 15-20 knot wind
had come in four hours early!
Around 0700 the sun was up. And the powerboat
was still out the back – directly behind us. A few
minutes later the owner came out to check. We were
fortunate he had put extra chain out or we might
have been waking up next to each other, dancing
cheek to cheek so to speak. Fortunately the wind had
dropped a bit – in fact it was quite pleasant, the only
noise apart from a distant engine was the slopping of
the waves on both hulls.
Andrew was trying for a sleep in - he had gone to bed after midnight after
all – but that was not to be as the power boat behind us decided he wanted
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Overgrown jungle

Crawling back
down the cliff

Horseshoe Bay

Horseshoe Bay

to move around 0930 – and of course his anchor was
below us. So Andrew was hauled out of bed (and my
clean-up job of the other under-floor storage in the
kitchen interrupted) and we motored forward just
enough to allow the neighbours anchor to be taken in
before letting Sengo relax back on her chain and bridle.
It was still blowing southerlies.
The opportunity to get to shore didn’t come until after The track behind the beach
1200. It was thankfully warm by this point, the waves
not too tragic, and we took the tinnie to shore, Horseshoe Bay
anchoring on the beach at a respectable distance from
fellow beach goers. It was Sunday, it was popular and
there were dozens of day-trippers out in small boats that
hung off the beach whilst their owners and crew
picnicked on the beach in groups of two to ten. Some
had accompanying dogs which I found a bit of a cheek The birdcalls weren’t what
until I read the park signs allowing dogs to be below the you would call prolific but
high tide mark.
there was the persistent call of
The plan had been to wander the beach toward the east, one or two species. Brown
climb up the cliff and join the tracks shown on the honeyeaters, willy wagtails
island map, walk the circuit and then follow the inland and a female rufous whistler
(just inland) track to the western end of the island, were seen flitting around the
returning to the tinnie via the beach. This didn’t quite bush. Several crying bush
happen. After climbing up the cliff at the end of the curlews (two groups) were
beach we struggled to follow old overgrown tracks in calling and on the beach were
any direction, and so after disturbing a wallaby (very a pair of pied oystercatchers.
red), admiring a pair of striated pardalotes and getting A silver gull swam in the
scratched and scraped on the exposed skin of our legs, shallows. And over the past
we retraced our steps, got back on the beach and joined two days whistling kites and
the inland track at an obvious junction east of the toilet, sea eagles have been heard
near halfway along the beach. Next time I will follow from above. After helping a
the formed track east instead of the beach, so we can fellow boatie dislodge his very
ascertain exactly where it ends up. The island is mostly big run-about from the beach
restricted, the old leper colony closed in 1959 (prior to into the water we walked back
this the island had been a quarantine station) and to the tinnie and made it back
inaccessible unless via permit. The vegetation just to Sengo around two and a
beyond the beach ranged from Stringybark dominated half hours after we’d left. The
forest, to banksia dominated forest to a more evenly boat count in the bay at the
end of the day was 19.
distributed range of several species.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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19th August 2019. (Monday) When we started to lift the anchor around 1000 there were only five boats left in
Horseshoe Bay. By the time our anchor was up and we had turned south, one had gone, and an another was
preparing to leave; I am sure the remaining two weren’t staying long – the weather was due to change.
Putting the anchor down where wind against tide was likely to prevail with a side-on beam and a ‘several’ nm
fetch does not automatically seem like a sensible decision … but it was a considered one. The northerly that we
were not protected from was predicted to be 15-20 knots but the south-westerly that we were protected from
was predicted to be 20-25 and whilst both bouts of wind were expected to last about the same time, it was the
stronger bout we were concerned with. Had we followed Plan A we would have been on the east side of
Macleay Island, somewhere we hadn’t been before but a
long way from the option to get off once the wind settled
down. Plan B on the west side of Macleay Island, in a
ferry and barge free channel, meant that although it would
be a 2 nm tinnie ride, we could get ourselves easily to the
ferry jetty and town if we wanted to on Tuesday morning.
Once the south westerly had arrived we saw over 23 knots
on our gauges

20th August 2019. A trip for a quick shop into town turned
into several hours. We arrived after a 2 nm tinnie ride, tied
up on the jetty, and had a cuppa at the café (not the mobile
coffee shop despite assurances the coffee was great – they
had disposable cups and I hadn’t brought our portable
ones). We walked past the Thomas Street Wetlands (not
accessible), had a good chat to a local of 15 years, and
wandered around some of the streets of the south end of
the island. After lunch at the pub we chatted to another
local, gave another local street information off our touro
map and I went to the dentist. It had been an impromptu
booking. My teeth had started to hurt with the cup of tea.
The dentist was just across the road. The result; Apart from
the lighter wallet - one repaired filling and a teeth clean.
And strict instructions on how to eat carrots and apples! At
least my medical attention was at the top end and I didn’t
go through the same indignity Tiger had…

Looking into the Thomas Street Wetlands

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Fire on Bribie Island

Fire on Bribie Island

Morton Bay to the Great Sandy Straits
Overnight or day sails? Or a weird definition of both!
21st August 2019. I have been requesting day sails for the past couple
of months but despite this we decided against stopping at Mooloolaba
as the first northerly step from Morton Bay; I couldn’t see the point of
wasting good winds to get the next 50 nautical miles (and I couldn’t
be bothered trying to time the Mooloolah River bar for good wind and
tide to anchor in slightly dodgy substrate to try to time the winds to
get out again the next day)….so a compromise was found.
The wind was been blowing all of 2.8 knot’s when we turned the
gauges on just before our departure from Macleay Island at 0930. Our
timing had been later than we had planned but as it seemed there was
little wind we weren’t rushing. It had only taken me a short while to
lift the anchor, despite the mud that needed washing off, and we
motored slowly for the next fifteen minutes; firstly to get out of the
channel and secondly so Andrew could clean the sum log, a process
that required decanting of the bilge after the fact. By 0945 the sails
were up; a full main because of the ‘lack’ of wind and a hope that the
wind speed would increase.
Sometimes you need to be careful what you ask for. By 1030 we had
a reef in the main. By 1105 we had two reefs in the main and a reef in
the genoa. The wind speed had in fact increased; to the point we were
looking at our apparent wind, according to the gauge, blowing up to
24 knots. The conditions were slightly frisky but pretty comfortable,
the waves and swell minimal. Around half an hour later the wind
dropped and we shook the second reef out. Around 1400 the wind
dropped altogether for a short time – so much so it was under 5 knots
and coming from less than 30 degrees apparent from our bow. The
engines went on…..For all of four minutes! In the end, apart from
when applying the reefs and the four minute interlude early afternoon,
the only time the engines went on was half way between Double
Island Point and Wolf Rock when the wind dropped out to less than
one knot and we dropped the sails and motored into the anchorage.
The anchor was down just before 0200. We were in bed and asleep
not long afterwards.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

It had been a delightful sail. The
waves and swell were minimal; in
fact there really were no waves
for the latter half of the journey.
Hazards had been few; going over
the sand banks at the south of
Bribie Island at high tide and
through
previously
marked
waypoints meant we didn’t have
to zig-zag too much to get out of
the bay and we took an angle to
sail behind the five big ships
anchored off Cartwright Point
(east of Mooloolaba). No whales
were spotted during the day. Only
one tern was spotted (by Andrew)
so I don’t know where the birdlife
was. We did get covered in salt;
whilst the wind angle was
officially west and south-west, the
apparent wind angle had the wind
from 60 to 90 degrees. There was
also a massive fire on Bribie
Island so we got covered in ash as
well.
One yacht seemed to leave
Double Island Point around
midnight and passed us south of
the headland. There was still one
yacht in the bay when we arrived.
Whilst it was the middle of the
night when the anchor went down
we can almost call this a day sail
– just a very long one!
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Great Sandy Straits
Double Island Point to Shark Inlet – Crossing the Wide
Bay Bar
22nd August 2019. Tiger, in his generosity, gave me a solid 2.5 hours
sleep before he got me up at 0430. And then of course he got me up an
hour later at normal time at 0530. I managed to fall back into bed after
the second ‘feeding’ but the sunlight woke me up at 0730. It was
intense and hot and had we not had one of our bedroom blinds down
we might have been forced awake earlier. We were grateful for the
sleep in but as both of us had managed a couple of hours sleep during
our journey we didn’t feel like we’d missed out on any sleep at all. The
other yacht that had been anchored overnight at Double Island Point
left at 0830 and headed south.
At around 0930 we had our anchor up (it came up clean, the water so
clear it looked like we could touch the sand despite the five meters
depth we had below our keels) and motored toward the first waypoint
for the infamous bar. The wind had been blowing around 5 knots true
when we turned the engines on but it soon got stronger and we made
the 11 nautical mile distance under one motor with the genoa filling
with wind oscillating between 6 and twenty knots true. The genoa was
furled in before we entered the bar.

In Wide Bay Bar parlance- the
crossing was a ‘piece of cake’,’ flat
as a tack’ (for Wide Bay Bar – we
found the Clarence River Bar was
flatter) and ‘as smooth as…….’
Avoiding further relevant but cringe
worthy clichés and metaphors, this
notorious
crossing was very
comfortable; no waves, with an ever
so slight jiggle. Once through, we
headed north up the Great Sandy
Straits; our Tin Can Bay rendezvous
was not able to make it, so with
enough food to last at least a few
days we had no reason to head south.
Skirting some shallow banks we
tucked into Shark Inlet for the rest of
the day and overnight to shelter from
the south westerlies and southerlies.
Having had a reasonable sleep no
afternoon nanna nap was needed and
I spent the afternoon in the exciting
job of sorting out our tax. Lovely

Near Boonlye Point

Fraser Island
Shark Inlet to Kingfisher Resort
23rd August 2019. The jigging that woke me up at 0330 was worse than
our bar crossing…but to some extent it was to be expected. The wind
direction had changed to south so we now had a slightly bigger fetch (if it
had turned a bit more to east we would have had a 4 nm fetch!) and we
had an outgoing tide, so classic wind against tide conditions prevailed.
We have been so spoilt at the bottom end of Morton Bay – where
conditions were (generally) much gentler. The morning presented with
cloud and I could see the rain to the south of us (confirmed with the rain
radar on bom.gov.au). You could tell that rain was developing to the north
of us and for a while a section of Fraser Island was not to be seen behind
uniform grey precipitation. We got some rain for a short while on Sengo
but it stopped before we picked the anchor up at 0930. The Great Sandy
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Before the anchor was up

Straits it was not; the substrate
our anchor had been set in was
a greeny-grey oozy mud. With
0.7 meters below our keel we
tentatively eased our way out
of the bay, unfurled the genoa
and with true wind speeds
between 15 and 29.5 knots
sailed up to anchor between
Kingfisher Bay Resort and the
McKenzie Jetty on the west
side of Fraser Island. We
noticed only one other boat
sailing when we were, also
only with his headsail out, and
Andrew made the quip that
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we’d overtake him before we got to our
destination. Well we did, just, but that
was because he slowed down to drop his
sail at Bennetts Creek just south of our
anchorage. A couple of yachts were
heading south – why you would want to
do so in mainly 20 plus knot winds on the
nose beats me, but most yachts we saw
were anchored, either at Gary’s
Anchorage or South White Cliffs. The
sun peeped through the clouds on a
couple of occasions and finally came out
after we had the anchor down. Birds
spotted along the journey: Pelicans, pied
cormorants, pied oyster catchers, sooty
oystercatchers, eastern curlews, martins
and several welcome swallows who
guided us along the channel. Job of the
day – Andrew got his haircut at 1530 (It
took me an hour because I haven’t done it
for so long!)

August 2019

Looking towards kingfisher Bay Resort

Andrew had an ‘apron’ on to catch his cut hair…Tiger
however clearly walked by at just the wrong time.

Kingfisher Bay Resort.
24th August 2019. The last time we were here we’d been subject to a Tornado Warning. Fortunately,
this time things weren’t quite as dramatic. The forecast was for ‘cloudy’ and when we got up it was
just that. It even rained – not enough to wash the boat unfortunately but enough to interrupt my
chopping board restoration project that requires giving a mouldy utility a good sanding, and to do
this I sit on the back step – but not in the rain – no matter how light it is. The wind wasn’t much but
it was obviously southerly and on the chilly side. As a result it wasn’t until mid afternoon that we
ventured off boat. The sun had broken through the clouds in spots, the wind had dropped, the
atmosphere had a modicum of warmth in it and we headed across to the shore in the tinnie. We
didn’t have a specific plan, just to stretch the legs, the walk along the sand with bare feet exercising
muscles that hadn’t been tested for a long time. Interestingly there is a new-ish (I didn’t see it last
time) sign warning of dingo attacks (poor animals) closer to the resort. We only spent an hour on
shore, walking to the jetty and up to the general store before returning to boat. The clouds had almost
disappeared altogether when we got back to Sengo; the sun was shining brightly if only going to
disappear behind the horizon in an hour or so.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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25th August 2019. Paddling against
wind and the tide doesn’t initially
seem like a smart idea but the idea
was that we’d have both the wind
and tide with us on the way back.
Except that low tide was at 1018 so
by the time we started paddling
back at 1050 the wind had dropped
and we had the tide against us going
the other way anyway! The sun was
out. It was warm (predicted 23) and
the wind that accompanied us for
the first part of our morning
excursion wasn’t really that strong,
and wasn’t really that cold – and I
wasn’t too worried about that as I
knew once we got our muscles
working we wouldn’t notice the
chill anyway. We made it all the
way to Mckenzie’s Jetty in one go –
without reverting to our knees for a
rest – (around one nautical mile).
After a stretch of the legs, and a
short walk of the beach, we headed
back again, taking around 30
minutes to get back to boat. It was a
gorgeous morning but there were a
few slightly lethargic muscles at the
end of the exercise.
I didn’t really take much notice of
my surroundings. Apart from
hailing the occupant of a small
powerboat the only other point of
note was the pair of beach curlews
wandering the shore that Andrew
had pointed out to me; in the main I
was more focused on staying
upright and not falling off the
board!

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Greeted by soldier crabs

26th August 2019.The sun was well and truly up when we got out of
bed at 0800. Whilst we had both felt great after our paddle yesterday
by the end of the day my body, at least, was starting to really feel
tired and as it was midnight before we went to bed, this morning we
got up later than usual. So, officially, we got the ‘recommended eight
hour’s sleep’ but in reality Andrew was the only one who got solid
zzzz’s; I was up several times attending to a nocturnal feline. The
powerboats who had come in late yesterday afternoon to anchor north
of us where still there, the cat north of us who had beached itself
yesterday nearer the resort jetty had gone, and the cat to the south of
us was sailing north. There has been a constant turnover of boats in
this anchorage, although not as many boats as I would have expected
for the weekend past. Just before 0900 two sails, one from each of the
monohulls north of the resort jetty, were seen up and making their
way north in minimal southerly winds
Plans today were fluid. At around an hour before low tide we landed
the tinnie on the beach at a respectable distance away from the jetty,
and making sure we weren’t in direct line below the area they use for
weddings so we wouldn’t interrupt the photos of any potential
ceremony (that happened last time as well). The plan was to drop off
some rubbish and some recycling (we have quite a lot of recycling;
we only took a couple of cloth bags across, it would take several trips
to get rid of all of it) and walk the Birralee Track to the north and
around the back of the resort, before heading to the Sand Bar for
lunch. The waste was dropped off without a hassle and we wandered
the start of the Birralee Track up until the lookout. What a difference
in the weather since last time we were here. The last time we
wandered this track (in October) the temperature was warm but we
were between rain showers. Today was sunny and with little wind it
was actually quite hot - dry with no chance of precipitation! After a
rest at the picnic tables at the lookout (where I was pleased to note
four tables were available to users – last time two tables seemed
somewhat overgrown and neglected) we continued on. However,
instead of taking the rest of the Birralee Track back to the resort, we
instead headed down the track to Dundonga Creek. This track had
been closed last time we were here. The area has recently been burnt
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Biralee Track

Dundonga Creek
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Dundonga Creek

(we assume a controlled burn) and bracken ferns are prominent
regrowth in the area. As we passed through the dingo gate I picked up a
defensive stick – it is whelping season after all, but because of the burn
it was covered in ash. I put up with this as it was better to have
something rather than nothing, but I did discover a whole pile of more
appropriate walking sticks when we reached the end of the track. We
were envisaging to get down to the creek and then retrace our steps
back up to the lookout and then back to the Sand Bar for lunch.
However, because it was low tide we were able to come back to the
resort via the beach, noting that dingos as well as humans had traversed
this path since high tide a few hours before. Because of the timing
(middle of the day) there were few obvious birds. We did however see
rainbow bee-eaters, whistling kites, welcome swallows, a reef heron
(white morph), a beach curlew (always great to see these birds), a
Torresian crow in the Sand Bar itself and a passing kookaburra. By this
stage we had spotted two monitors; one on a tree along the track down
to Dundonga Creek and one just outside the seating area at the Sand
Bar. After spoiling ourselves for lunch we had a quick shop at the
general store before heading back to the tinnie, comfortably sitting in
water at the shore’s edge; we had timed it well for the incoming tide.
There was a lone hiker walking in our direction looking over her
shoulder; following at a reasonable distance behind was a lone dingo.
This was just up beach from the new sign along this beach warning
visitors of aggressive dingo behavior… and not to walk alone…….

Sand Bar
Shedding skin on a
café table

Human and canine
prints

Our original plan had been to go for another paddle in the afternoon,
but instead we found ourselves in the delightful company of B* (the
second boat we know of with this name). Getting back to Sengo we
checked the weather and made the decision to move to Platypus Bay on
the morrow. At the end of the day the powerboats had left and three
monohulls were anchored between us and the resort.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Not where I expected this individual to appear!

Pondering pods at Platypus Bay
27th August 2019. The anchor up at 0720. It was clean but there had
been mud on the chain. With no wind it was unfortunately a motor all
the way to just outside Wathumba Creek. As we rounded Moon Point
Andrew started replacing line from the top of the main sail to the
main sheet – and splicing it into place. The chatter on the radio was
dominated by Whale Boats (of the tourist kind). We noted where
some where on the chart plotter, but others had no AIS so we
couldn’t tell their location based on the discussion. We noted one
‘touro’ boat travelling way too fast past a couple of whales; and we
were a bit shocked, especially considering their banter between
themselves grizzling at ‘recce’ boats (which we take to be
‘recreational boats’) flouting the standard rules and chasing and
scattering the whales.
When we spotted a couple of whales off to our front starboard quarter
around 100 or so meters away (four times our boat length) we put our
engines into neutral. Unfortunately what this did was ensure we
drifted with the tide – which meant we were drifting west, the same
direction as the two individuals we were trying not to disturb. I was
on the front starboard seat expecting to see the individuals in question
arise in front of me; an exclamation from Andrew had me turning
left; one of these individuals had emerged off Sengo’s port side!
We had no intention of going into the ‘lagoon’ anchorage at
Wathumba Creek and put the anchor down 1200 on the outside in
Platypus Bay at around low tide.
After lunch we tried for a paddleboard excursion but only made it to
beach. The waves coming in with the tide had a fetch across the Bay
and were rocky enough to struggle to stay standing up, so we headed
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Checking us out; a couple of
meters off the back of Sengo

back to Sengo on our knees. Just as
we were getting on deck a small
whale came within a few meters
from the back of boat– mostly under
water. There were other whales
during the afternoon to our west,
unfortunately bugged by a small
motor boat and then a sailing cat.
The evening saw several lazing
animals on the water’s surface; one
quite close to a monohull anchored
further to the north. Well, we had
come to Platypus Bay to see whales.
Box ticked.
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Poor darling: the indignity of it….Have we helped? Who knows – we don’t know
why the whale was beached in the first place. And we don’t know if he/she stayed out
to sea. Its skin was smooth and rubbery and we gave it our best shot.

28th August 2019. Sometimes mornings work out so much better than how
you planned them. The sun was out. The kettle was on. Andrew was reading
in the cabin and I had been reading in the front cockpit. For some reason we
closed the front door, opened the back and let Tiger out into the sunshine. He
was sitting at the back mesh door when I heard the noise. It seemed loud and
was getting louder. The cutty-cab was getting closer. And closer. And then I
realised he was coming straight for us. I yelled to Andrew –‘we’ve got
visitors’. But it wasn’t stopping. Or not for long; just so we had time to jump
on board. The upshot: there was a small whale stranded on the beach and
could we come and help? This boat had had three occupants before the
sighting; two were left with the whale and the third came by us in the boat to
elicit some assistance; but in the mean time a couple of four wheel drives had
turned up (VMR made a call out on the radio – we didn’t have the radio
turned on so didn’t hear it) so there were some extra heavy duty muscles on
the job by the time we got there. There were hands digging sand, shovels
digging sand and a bottle was being used to put water on the beast. A towel
and snatch it strap was eventually used to aid us to haul the Dwarf Minke out
into the water, although once deep enough we needed to coax the cetaceous
animal out further by hand. We don’t know who the four wheel drive mob
was but it was clearly someone making a media program; at one point there
was a fellow on beach with a very fancy and commercial looking camera. The
whale was very lucky they were there – their equipment was very useful.
They did have signs on at least one of the vehicle doors but it was all very low
key; once our patient was back in the water, and didn’t look like heading back
into the beach, we (5 of us) totted off back into the cutty-cab and headed back
to Sengo; where we finally got our cuppa and shared it with three guests!
(Thanks P, H & F for sharing in this unusual activity). As for the 4wheel
drivers - will we see ourselves on some adventure program? If we haven’t
been cut out on the editing suite, maybe we will get our 15 seconds of fame?
(I note that we made a short sequence in the video section of 7News Wide
Bay Facebook page).
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Heading off to a new experience

The location of the towel and strap
were adjusted before being pulled.

Swimming over sand fiats to
deeper water

I only took a couple of
photos; I was there to give a
hand not be a spectator. Once
we had our patient in the
water we had to coax it
around to face head towards
the ocean. Several of us got
wet up to our derrieres.
Being at the head end of the
animal I was leaning over the
spout; and received several
exhales into my face for my
efforts!

Whale indent in sand: it was
a receding tide – now we had
to ‘un-strand’ the cutty-cab!
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The afternoon was a little more sedate. Having had the chop return
with the incoming tide we forgo the hoped for paddle board activity
and opted instead for a leisurely venture into Wathumba Creek in
the tinnie. We unpacked the tinnie seats (with back rests) from in the
bilge, put them in place and headed off. The big boats that go into
the protected waters of the Wathumba ‘lagoon’ do so at high tide.
We were one and a half hours into a rising tide but you see very
little from water level. So, after a few false starts around the
sandbanks protecting the lagoon we made our way into the creek,
waving at the 4wdrivers fishing along the edges and admiring the
plethora of stingrays (and a couple of small sharks) swimming
around in the almost crystal clear waters of the lower lagoon. The
depth of the water varied greatly, and at one point we were dragging
the tinnie up stream (or, with the help of the current, it was dragging
us). I would have liked to go further up the creek but given the time
and the fact we had to get back to boat in a waterway that was too
shallow for a while to put the motor down, we decided to turn
around, get our feet (and knees) wet, and drag our tinnie against the
incoming tide to a depth we could reengage some mechanical
power. We had a chat to one boat who had initially responded to the
VMR call this morning regarding the stranded whale but having got
their tender as far as our boat outside decided that it was too far to
get to in such a small craft. They did however see a small whale of
the back of Sengo as they were returning toward the lagoon.
We’re just a walkin’ the ……..tinnie

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Whistling kite

Pied
oyster
catchers

Some of the birdlife on our
two-hour stroll north along
Platypus Bay
Looking north

Feet in the sand
29th August 2019. It was unfortunate that the expected calmer water
of the morning just didn’t arrive – the wind was blowing from the
south, which we had expected, but it was specifically coming to us
from the south west, which put us on a lee shore with quite a few
waves –hence the planned paddle board was out. But wanting some
activity/exercise I thought perhaps a walk along the beach a suitable
substitute. It was just a matter of deciding when. Low tide was due
after 1330 and it was a new moon and if we timed it badly there was
going to be a lot of beach to either drag the tinnie over or swim to it if
we didn’t put out a long enough anchor line. In the end we opted for
an early lunch, got to shore an hour before low tide and planned on a
two-hour walk; that way, in theory, the water level should be
approximately back to where we had left it when we returned to the it.
The beach was wide and beautiful. And at first we saw little life. Last
time we had walked this beach to the north I remember ‘chasing’ redcapped dotterels and a pair of pied oyster catchers. This time there
were no dotterels. However, a intermediate egret hunted in the water
in the dip of the sand that ran along the middle of the beach and we
followed that for some time. We eventually came across one pied
oyster catcher and a white morph reef heron. Twittering was heard in
the vegetation at the dunes’ edge; New Holland honeyeaters flitting
between shrubs. A pair of rainbow bee-eaters was a welcome sight, as
was the Brahminy kite that we’d seen flying down the beach toward
the fisherman. He managed to come back to some branches on the
edge of the beach - looking fluffy and magnificent. On the water side,
whales occasionally frolicked off shore and the odd stingray shot past.

Brahminy kite

Rainbow bee-eaters

At our nominated turn around point (an hour into the walk and at the
sign that indicating motor vehicles were ‘not permitted beyond this
point without written authority’ etc) we had a lovely chat to some
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visiting Americans and admired the
thousands of crabs scuttling across
the sand. (Most of these were
soldier crabs but there was a plainer,
flatter species we’d not seen
before). On the way back the New
Holland Honeyeater was still
prevalent in the dunes, along with
the rainbow bee-eaters and a willy
wagtail. A couple of whistling kites
soared overhead, one with a fish in
his talons, and a white-bellied sea
eagle shared the sky. A pair of pied
oyster catches trotted past between
us and the sea. The tinnie had a bit
of water in the base from the
incoming tide splashing over the
gunwales, but we launched her
without getting too wet (after
waiting for one large stingray to
pass).
We had walked north; in the
direction of where we had ‘un
beached’
yesterday’s
whale.
However, having taken no notice of
where we ended up yesterday we
don’t know if we reached that point
again.

Objects and Art in the Sand
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Platypus Bay to Burnett Heads
Back to the mainland
30th August 2019. Two whales slapped their flippers and waved us
farewell - or that’s what I’d like to think. In truth they were too far away
to notice our departure; the anchor up and sails set at 0720 and heading
for Burnett Heads. Surprisingly after seeing whales, at various distances,
for the past three days, the only other evidence today of these creatures
of the sea was a water spout a few hours later. We had calculated the 45
plus nautical mile trip (plus a bit to get to the anchorage) on a 5-knot
average. Allowing ten hours would mean we would arrive and set anchor
whilst there was still light in the day. Realistically we did much better
than that; once the wind got going we were travelling between, in the
main, 6 and 8 knots, rarely getting down to 5 for any length of time, and
at one point I saw nine on the gauges. Of course it all changed just before
we got to our destination; the wind direction had changed from south
(giving us an apparent beam reach to close haul) to east south east, and
with the drop in wind speed our progress slowed to around 4 knots. By
this time however we were only a couple of nautical miles out from the
heads of the Burnett River so we dropped the sails and motored in. There
were only two boats anchored outside the little harbour near the VMR
and whilst we had initially considered anchoring here bom.gov.au
predicted a wind predominantly from the east south east for several
periods over the next few days (at 15-20 knot strength) and this
anchorage would be uncomfortable. We instead motored past the marina
(end berths were all occupied) to anchor in our previously tested
anchorage upstream of the Sugar Wharf.
It was now just past 1400 and because we had made such good time we
got in the tinnie, braved the face-on winds around the corner and headed
back to the harbour near the VMR. Being at low tide on a new moon, it
was mostly dried out; even the ‘floating’ jetty at the boat ramp was only
half floating. Normally we wouldn’t have bothered in these conditions
but expecting mail at the post office we reasoned if it was all in, we
could immediately start planning the next jump north. Our revised

Evening distant rain clouds; facing upstream Burnett River
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northern point for this sailing
season isn’t, in relative terms, all
that far away. However, not all
our mail had arrived so we would
be waiting here at least until
Monday. By the end of the
evening however, we found a
bigger issue to deal with than
incoming mail; it is possible we
will be in the area a bit more than
three days!
31st August 2019. After my
sporadic, as usual, feline
nocturnal activity, I finally
decided to stay up at around
0550. It was becoming light but
it was before sunrise and I found
myself completing a few
domestic clean up jobs that
should have really happened the
day before. Our first job (our
main job) after breakfast was a
ponder on how to unblock some
vital equipment in the boat. The
dirtiest area of the yachts
essential equipment needed
attending. After a couple of
hours with minimal progress we
gave up. Putting it off until the
morrow, we had a casual lunch
and sat down to read before
meeting up with R, J & S; a
delightful reunion spent with the
afternoon in the Burnett Heads
hotel, before a wander to interact
with the birds at the Bundaberg
botanic gardens. (I didn’t take
my camera but I did hand feed a
dusky moorhen) and a great
steak at Sabrosa’s. We had tied
the tinnie up on the sand at a
very low tide on the boat ramp at
Burnett
Heads;
it
was
comfortably floating when we
got back to it in the dark and
thankfully there was minimal salt
splashing on the way back to
boat - where a slightly grumpy
hungry feline awaited us.
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